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Dear Sirs and Hadams,
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Thank you very much for your item on Rick Hansen. You gave credit
to his strengths, while not ignoring some more important issues
respecting both the disabled and medical research in general.

I mu a member of a disabled group defined in Ontario as the
'environmentally sensitive'. We react in a ,nde variety of ways to
substances in te environment, 'nth effects ranging from mild
discomfort to total disability.

Our story is as serious and dramatic as any of the great ones you
have presented. \,e are the human equivalent of the first trees in
an acid-rain forest to show the signs of pollution. Thousands of
Canadians have this intermittently disabling condition, yet the
federal government has done nothing even to inform those who may
have it as to what's causing their symptoms.

We have f~d to fight the same fight over and over again. Ul~'I,

Office Building Sickness, Clean Room Syndrome, problems with
pesticide residues, VDT's, and Pincher Creek are exmnples.

Our legitimacy was questioned, at first, by the medical profession,
because the doctors who first discovered the condition confused it
witll allergy. Recent studies commissioned by the government of
Ontario have established our legitimacy, and we are now getting help
in this province.

But thousands of others across the country are not, because the
federal government, particularly Hr. Epp, is doing nothing.
Several Canadians have committed suicide. Hundreds of children and
adults suffer psychiatric horrors as a result of cerebral
dysfunction the condition sometimes causes.

Jake Epp, in a letter to Flora MacDonald's Office, says he is
'sympathetic to the cause of the environmentally sensitive' yet he
has done nothing to help. His hypocritical statement of sympathy
has come only after several of his cabinet colleagues have
approached him on our behalf, and, incredibly, at the smne time his
staff is informing other cabinet ministers' staff that the condition
has yet to be recognized.



As with many other chronic health problems, people who have
environmental hypersensitivity and those around them are the ones
who can do most to help, but only if they know about the problem,
only if they know what's causing their symptoms.

The biggest impediment facing the environmentally sensitive is the
widespread unconstructive attitude created when Health and Ivelfare
officials said, three or four years ago, that the problsn did not
exist. Yet despite this debt, Health and Welfare has consistently
avoided correcting their damaging statements. Since the past few
months I have given up on the idea that we would get any responsible
response from Hr. Epp, and have taken the concerns to the Prime
Minister's Office.

Why is the problem being ignored? I feel it is because the federal
government, in it's increasing vulnerability, is simply afraid to be
associated with the fact that the condition of the environment is so
bad that it is causing thousands of people to become disabled. The
Prime tlinister has been informed repeatedly of the problem. He has
done nothing to correct the damage done previously by government
officials. The problem will only continue to get worse until the
goverrunent admits it for what it is.

In effect Mr. Mulroney's gutlessness is causing thousands of
Canadians to become disabled.
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